
INTRODUCTOR Y 

Subsequently i1 decays exponentially aB before. The current 
fol lowing circuit switching is therefore i = 1·. + -i1, giving 

i = (vm/Z) [sin (wt - 8) - sin (wt0 - rJ) .  exp ( - R/L)(t - t0)].  

lr, machine circuits R is often much smal ler than X so th? t Z ::: X and e ::: 90°. For these conditions, api:,roximately, 
i '.:::'. (vm/X)[ - cos wt + cos wt0 • exp ( - R/ L)(t - 10)] .  

If Lim voltage is  switched on at a ;,,ero (t0 = 0,  rr/w, 27T/w . . .  ) ,  the 
transient term has its greatest value vm/ X, and the resultant current 
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Fm. l .  TRAN!!kENT I' u ENOMENA [N RL CIRCUIT 

starts from zero with complete asymrudry, Fig. I (b). In contrast, 
if the switch is closed on peak voltage, the re�u ltant current attains 
steady state instantaneously without any transient, Fig. 1 (c). The 
current i n  (b) has an amplitude nearly double that in (c), an example 
of the doubling effect. Intermediate switching in:,tants give partial 
asymmetry, with sma l ler transie • · �  components. 

TRANSIENT AND STEADY STATES. It is usual to develop circuit 
theory on a steady-state basis, using complex algebraic treatment 
with complexor or "vector" d iagrams. The consideration of tran 
sient conditions demands a rtourn to more basic concepts. 

STEADY-STATE CONVENTIONS. A complexor* voltage V, of mag
nitude V and drawn at an arbitrary angle c,. to a horizontal datum, 
can Le variously described as 

V = V/c,. = VI + j V2 = V (cos c,. + j sin c,.) = V . exp (jc,.) .  

Volrnges and curf('nts arc n o t  vector� in the true phy�ical sonse, and am 
h .,ro l'al le<l "complexors." However, in deforencc to common usage the term 
' 'vector" i� also ocrasionally used in the text. 
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If another circuit ( the secondanJ) be in the vicinity of tho first 
( the primary) ,  it wil l l ink some of the magnetic flux produced by 
the primary (Fig. 7 ) .  With a.n alternating primary current (and 
therefore flux) the changing linkages will produce in the secondary 
an e .m .f. dN211 I e.,.11 = - -- VO ts dt 

where N211 represents the linkages in the T,. turns of the secondary 
winding with that part- <l>u, of the flux <1>1 produced by the primary \ I / ,,,,- that l inks the secondary. If the second-
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.,, possible to secure that aU the flux 
,/ I [ \ ', r; .,, <1>1 1, links aU tho turns T2 completely. 

- - /@ I \ -,- The e.m.f .  e.,.M is said to ?e pr�uced 
f I ¢ \ Secondary by reason of the mutual inductwn of 

/ T 
TM "" the primary and secondary circuits. A / 

1 ....._ , similar effect will naturally take place 
if the respective roles of t,he two circuits 

F10. 7. MUTUAL lN ou=:ioN a.re interchanged, and it is shown in 
textbooks of electrical technology tha.t 

the mutual inductance is the same irrespective of which circuit is 
primary and which secondary , in any given case. The coefficiAnt 
of mutual inductance L12 in henrys may be defined as the e.n::..f. in 
volts induced in one c ircuit when the current in the other is changed 
a.t 'the rate of 1 A. per sec . ; or the energy in the common magnetic 
field in joules when each circuit carries 1 A.  

The mutually induced e.m.f. in thP soconda.ry circmt wiH , if thr 
circuit be closed through a. load. circulato current in the load an(1 
dissipate energy therein. This ei1ergy can come only from tl:it 
primary, to which the whole operation is due. Thus energy is being 
transferred from primary to secondary by means o.f the mutual 
magnetic field. This is important, a.nd is toe principle underlying 
the transformer effect. The process briefly :,1 : the primary produces 
a. pulsating magnetic field in which energy is stored and restored 
period.ic[Llly. The e .m.f. ea., and the current ii associated. with it. in 
the seconrla.ry circuit iibstra.ct energy from the oommou field and 
palll3 it on �o the secondary load. lf there is no Liecondar;y load the 
rr.�netic field energy passes into a.nc1 out of the ptima.ry circuit 8..11 a. 
continual putAAtion of ern�rgy from eiectri=l to and from ma.g11etio 
form 

Tn" mol'f- rlose1y the primary �1d ar..conda.ry cil·cuits 1.1.re mutually 
linked, the mort,, d irect becomes too exchange of euerg:, oetween them. 
If  the two circuits link a common iron core, Fii,: 8, the effects are-
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Leakage between primary and secondary could be eliminated if  
the windings could be made to occupy the same space. This , of 
comae, is physically impo�sible, but an approximation to it is 
achieved if the coils of primary and secondil,ry are sectionalized and 
interleaved : such an arrangement leads to a marked reduction of 
the leakage reactancc. If, on the other haild, the primary and 
secondary are kept separate and widely spaced, there wil l be much 
more room for leakage flux and the leakage reactance will be greater. 
It is tbus possible to control the reactance within limits. The 
calculation of reactance is- detailed in Chapter VII, §7. 

THE EQUIVALENT Cmcu1T. The transformer shown diagram
matically in Fig. 15 (a) can be resol ved into an equivalent circuit 
(bl in which the resistance and leakage reac_tance of primary and 
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FIG. 15 .  EQUIVALENT CrnCUJT 

secondary respectively are represented by the " lumped " ri, Xi, r2 and 
Xii, as if these were external to a transformer of which the windings 
were without resistn,nce and leakage. Similar!.) a shunt circuit r0 
and x0 can ho introduced such that E1{r0 = foa and EJx0 = 10,. the 
two q uadraturc compone11ts of the magnetizing current. The 
windings of the transformer are now '· iJeal," and represent the 
seat of the induced e.m.f. 's E1 and E2 , which are related by the 
expression "fi:iJE2 = TifT2 , the tum-ratio. 

Suppose T1 = Ti , t hen E1 = E2, and the two sides of the trans
former may be joined in paralle l  (c�, and tht ene1gy transmitted 
from primary to secondary 'Vithout a transformer- at all (d) . The 
circuit, F'jg. 15 (d), represents exactly the electrical characteristics 
of a transformer with unity turn-ratio : that is, the resistance and 
reactance voltages , no-load curreni;, core and /21:r, losses, "-re re
produced and give the same ch,uacteristics as t.he transformP-r. 

An equivalent eircuit is useful for calculations of regulation, 
parallel operi:.tion, etc. Since in the majority of cases the turn
ratio is not uhity, it is necessary to imagin11 the actual secondary 
winding of T2 turru, replaced by an equivalent winding of T1 turns. 
for which the /2 R loss and the per-unit or perce,ntage reactanet 
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tf,, the regulation given by eq. (19) is ( I.JU + C D)/OA = BD/OA. 
The true regulation is BA/OA, so that it is necessary to make the 
smal l  addition DA /OA . Thls term is 

DA FD2 ( PH - DH)2 
-- ....., � - = �-��� 
O A  - 20A 2 20A 2 

whP.,1ce eq. (20) . In Fig. 21 , (a) li! drawn in primary a.nd (b) in 
secondary terms : both naturally lead to the same reimlt . 
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Fm. 21 .  CALCULATION or RKOCTL<\TTON 

Eq. ( 19) indicates tha.i the regula.tio,, on full load varies with the 
power factor at the secondary terminals. It will be a maximmp 
when cf, =  arc tan (eJe,), as can be seen from Fig. 21 (a) , where the 
greatest difference between V1 and Vt' will occur when the angle cf, 
coincides with the internal angle a.re tan (Xi/R1 ) = arc tan (e,}e,) of 
the total impedance. The regulation will be zero when e, cos ,f, + e., sin cf, =  0, i.e. when tan </, = - (e,/e=) ,  giving cf, = - a.re tan 
(e,/e,,:) corresponding to a negative (leading) angle. At leading 
power factors below this the regulation will be negative, i.e. the\ 
secondary terminal voltage will rise between no load and ful l  load. 
The full-load regulation at various power-factors is shown for a 
typical case in Fig. 2� ; while Fig. 20 provides a vectorial explana
tion, the imped_!ltlce drop /1 (z1 + z2' )  = /1Z1 being exaggerated for 
clarity. 

The numerical values e, and e., are readily calculable from the 
short-circuit test, as described in Chapter VI, §7 . 

Regulation li! a numeric, not a complex quantity, eo that the 
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